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Theatrical Event Script

Stage is set with three tables, each with a chair, reading lamp 
and stopwatch. Stage lighting will highlight each table as a 
reading occurs.

Three screens for projection are suspended above the reading 
tables. They will display mushroom stills, people and activity 
shots, film excerpts, interviews.

Speakers for replay of five channels of prerecorded sound from 
woodland forays are arrayed on stage (2) and in the house (3) 
forming a surrounding soundscape.

Cast:

Reader #1: Chris Mann
Reader #2: Gary Lincoff
Reader #3: Chris Jordan

-00’30” House lights dim. When dark, readers take their places 
onstage.

00’00” Audio tracks commence. Sounds of woodland forays 
permeate the space. Wind, birdsong, voices, traffic, 
footfalls all occuring in varying distribution according 
to their actual occurance.
Three DVDs begin, intermitantly filling screens with 
photographs of mushrooms, microphographs and 
electromicrographs of mushroom tissue, group and 
individual photos of NYMS group members culled from 
archives and members’ albums. Interviews with members, 
Cage mushrooming in Stony Point, Gary Lincoff’s account 
of the Ralph and Marge Cox mushroom poisoning, scenes 
from Mushroom Seekers, Ah! Forager and The Mushroom 
People, will be part of the visual accompaniment.

00’30” Mushroom stills begin on Screen 1.
Mushroom stills begin on Screen 2
Interview with Laurette Reisman filmed at the New School 
begins on screen 1.

05’00” Chris Mann reads from The Mushroom Book for 5 minutes.
[Lactarius hygrophoroides & Entoloma abortivum]



Hunting for hygrophoroides, found
                 abortivus instead.

Returning to get more abortivus, found
ostreatus in fair condition. South to

see the birds, spotted mellea.
            Hunting is starting from

zero, not looking for.

06’00”
          [Mycena pura]

                 
                  what was her naMe
         (she lived in the countrY)?
                             she Couldn't
                                dEcide
                      whether or Not
                   the mushroom wAs edible, she

                             telePhoned to say:
 don't eat it, it may be poisonouUs.
                            MotheR replied:
           don't be foolish, it wAs delicious.

[Tricholoma personatum (=Clitocybe nuda)]

                     we find iT
                   in the haveRstraw cemetery
                           ordInarily
                          in oCtober;
                         but tHis
                              October
                        not onLy
                      have i nOt found one
                    but other Mushrooms
                         generAlly there are also rare.

      i noticed, i thought, a Pholiota (autumnalis?)
                      also a fEw
                           dwaRfed
                    naucinoideS;
                             nO puff balls,
                              No
                              Agaricus.
                            noThing,
                 not even the Usual
                              Marasmius.



07’00” Reisman interview ends.

                             Holding her knife in
                       her right hand,
        lady-psychoanalyst rushed to reach the
             mushroom first. When she saw her left
        hand getting near, not hesitating, she cut
                 herself.
08’00”

                       Guy Nearing told
          us it's a good idea when hunting
  mushrooms to have a pleasant goal, a
   waterfall for instance, and, having reached
                             it, to return
   another way When, however, we're obliged
    to go and come back by the same path,
                       returning we notice
   mushrooms we hadn't noticed going out.

10’00” Gary Lincoff begins reading 10 stories

ca.10’00” Mann reading ends

David Tudor gives the impression of not being overly 
fond of mushrooms. But one night he had two helpings of 
morels and then finished the dish completely, including 
the juice. The next afternoon while he was shaving read 
out loud the following quotation from Leonardo da Vinci: 
“Lo! Some there are who can call themselves nothing more 
than a passage for food, producers of dung, fillers up 
of privies, for of them nothing else appears in the 
world, nor is there any virtue in their work, for 
nothing of them remains but full privies.” David Tudor 
said, “Perhaps they were good Buddhists.”

11’00” The day after I finally won the Italian TV quiz on 
mushrooms, I received anonymously in the mail Volume II 
of a French book on mushrooms that had been published in 
Germany. I was studying it in a crowded streetcar going 
to downtown Milan. The lady next to me said, 'What are 
you reading that for? That's finished.

12’00” Elizabeth, it is a beautiful day. Let us take a walk. 
Perhaps we will find some mushrooms. If we do, we shall 



pluck them and eat them. Betsy Zogbaum asked Marian 
Powys Grey whether she knew the difference between 
mushrooms and toadstools. “I think I do. But consider, 
my dear, how dull life would be without a little 
uncertainty in it.”

13’00” One winter David Tudor and I were touring in the Middle 
West. From Cincinnati we drove to Yellow Springs to drum 
up an engagement for Merce Cunningham and his Dance 
Company. In this way we met the McGarys. Keith was 
teaching philosophy at Antioch College and Donna taught 
weaving and dancing. My conversation with Keith McGary 
had no sooner begun than we discovered our mutual 
interest in mushrooms. I told him that I'd never see the 
winter-growing Collybia velutipes. He opened the front 
door and, using a flashlight, showed me the plant 
growing in the snow from the roots of a nearby tree. He 
told me what difficulty he was having finding books 
about fungi. I gave him my copy of Hard which I'd 
brought along. This book deals especially with Ohio 
mushrooms. The next day I located two copies of the book 
in a second-hand bookstore in Columbus. I bought them 
both. Each winter I find the Collybia, the velvet 
footed, in quantity. How is it I didn't notice it during 
the winters before I met Keith McGary?

14’00” Lois Long, Esther Dam, Ralph Ferrara, and I were in the 
Haverstraw cemetery gathering Tricholoma personatum. An 
elderly lady with a hat on, standing by while a man she 
was with was tending a grave, happened to notice us. She 
called out, asking what we were doing there. We said we 
we: looking for mushrooms. Her voice rose slightly as 
she asked whether Lois Long's Volkswagen which was 
parked nearby belonged to one of us. The next thing she 
asked, her voice sharp-edged, was whether we had loved 
ones buried there. Hearing no one of us did, she spoke 
firmly and loudly, “Well, I don't like it; and I don't 
think any one else would like it. If the mushrooms grow 
here, let them.” Meanwhile the gentleman with her paid 
no attention. He just went on doing what he was doing. 
And we, walking dutifully toward the little car, passed 
by quantities of our favorite mushrooms, making not the 
slightest attempt to pick them. As we drove off the 
woman was yelling. “Get out,” she screamed, “get out and 
never come back.”



15’00” On Yap Island phosphorescent fungi are used as hair 
ornaments for moonlight dances.
 

16’00” Music and mushrooms: two words next to one another in 
many dictionaries. Where did he write “The Three-Penny 
Opera”? Now he's buried below the grass at the foot of 
High Tor. Once the season changes from summer to fall, 
given sufficient rain, or just the mysterious dampness 
that's in the earth, mushrooms grow there, carrying on, 
I am sure, his business of working with sounds. That we 
have no ears to hear the music the spores shot off from 
basidia make obliges us to busy ourselves 
microphonically.
 

17’00” While hunting morels with Alexander Smith in the woods 
near Ann Arbor, I mentioned having found quantities of 
Lactarius deliciosus in the woods in northern Vermont. 
He said, “Were the stipes viscid?” I said, “Yes, they 
were.” He said, “It's not deliciosus? it's thyinos.” He 
went on to say that people go through their entire lives 
thinking that things are that when they are actually 
this, and that these mistakes are necessarily made with 
the very things with which they are the most familiar.

18’00” Once when I was in Ann Arbor with Alexander Smith, I 
said that one of the things I liked about botany was 
that it was free of the jealousies and selfish feelings 
that plague the arts, that I would, for that reason, if 
for no other, given my life to live over again, be a 
botanist rather than musician. He said, 'That shows how 
little you know about botany.' Later in the conversation 
I happened to mention the name of a mycologist connected 
with another Midwestern university. Incisively, Smith 
said, “Don't mention that man's name in my house.”

 
19’00” The first time the mushroom class was given at the New 

School, many people signed up for it. The registrar was 
alarmed, telephoned me and asked, “Where shall we draw 
the line?” I said if more than forty people were 
involved it might be difficult. Something like that 
number registered for the course, but when the field 
trips actually took place, there were never more than 
twenty people in the woods. Sometimes attendance dropped 
to a mere dozen. I couldn't figure out what was 
happening. I forgot who it was, but one day in the woods 
one of the lady students confessed that when she signed 



up for the course it was not with the intention of 
tramping through the woods near New York City, fungi or 
no fungi. She was interested in going to Europe. Some 
airplane company had advertised inexpensive roundtrip 
fares purchasable only by adults enrolled in the New 
School. People had studied the catalogue as though it 
were a menu, looking for the cheapest course regardless 
of what was being taught. The lady who told me this had 
had a change of mind, or her particular flight had been 
postponed, I don't remember which. One way or another, 
she lost interest in Europe. Another, noticing mushrooms 
in Bavarian and Milanese markets, sent post cards.

20’00” Lincoff reading ends.
Ah! Forager excerpts begin on Screen 3

22’30” Interview with Gwen Fabricant at Stony Point begins on 
Screen 2

25’00” Ah! Forager excerpts end on Screen 3

25’30” Mushroom stills begin again on Screen 3

ca.30’00” Fabricant interview ends on screen 2

30’00” Chris Jordan begins reading Mesostics

[Stropharia rugosoannulata]
                
                   he Suddenly said,
                    "sTop!"
                     gReat
           quantities Of it were growing near the
                       road.
his name was fletcher Fence.
                after Hurried
                    exAmination i decided it was
                     pRobably
               an agarlcus. we filled
                     bAgs and baskets.

32’30” Mushroom still resume on screen 2

               guy neaRing had never seen it
                                          before,
                 "it mUst be



               a new aGaricusl" i decided
                     tO take, it to town and
                      Serve 'it
                     tO friends
                      At a party.
                 fortuNately
                      No one the next day was
                                 ill. lois took
                                      specimens
                                            to
                                     ann arbor.
                                            dr.
                           smith immediately took
                                       down
    "icones
         farlowianae”
            and opened
    it to stropharia rUgoso. we had proven its
                 edibiLity, though we did so
                                        foolishly.
                      As he asked,
                we senT him (to his surprise)
                      A bushel of dried material.

Usually we hunt with our stomachs, disdaining
fungi we don't know to be edible. As a science,
                      botany's a newcomer.
              (Perhaps because most always did
          and do as we) New York State wasn't
                  lavish in its support of Peck's
                         research, nor was Farlow
                          without hesitation made
                   a member of the Harvard
   faculty.

35’00” Cage Mushrooming at Stony Point film begins.

[Amanita caesarea]
                  
                         cAesar's
                          Mushroom:
                      we hAd them first
                         iN Vermont,
               they were gIven
                          To us



                       by A stranger.

 they were even more deliCious when
                   with jAp
                        wE found them
                   at ediSto.
                     he sAuteed them
                       veRy
                        gBntly
                         And, at the last
                                         moment,
                            added whipped cream.

37’30” Jordan reading ends

42’30” Cage film ends on Screen 2

43’00” Mushroom still resume on screen 2

45’00” Chris Mann begins reading 10 stories

Lascia o Radoppio begins on Screen 3

When Colin McPhee found out that I was interested in 
mushrooms, he said, “If you find the morel next spring, 
call me up, even if you only find one. I'll drop 
everything, come out, and cook it.” Spring came. I found 
two morels. I called Colin McPhee. He said, “You don't 
expect me, do you, to come all that way for two little 
mushrooms?”

46’00” Mr. Romanoff is sixty years old. Mr. Nearing is seventy 
years old. Mr. Romanoff's mother is eighty-five. On one 
of the mushroom field trips, a photographer came who had 
been sent by The New York Times. We took the Stony Brook 
trail. We had no sooner gotten started than the 
photographer busied himself taking pictures. Soon Mr. 
Romanoff was not to be seen. Mr. Nearing drew Lois Long 
aside and said, “Mr. Romanoff has had an accident to his 
pants. Would you find out whether one of the ladies has 
a safety pin?” Lois Long complied. A very small safety 
pin was found, and Lois Long gave it to Mr. Romanoff. He 
came back to the group, the safety pin, being so small, 
proved ineffective. Mr. Romanoff nevertheless stayed 
with the group and, as the walk continued, the split in 
his pants progressed until it was complete, crotch to 



cuff. We stopped for lunch at a spring, Mr. Romanoff 
looked at his pants and said, “My mother will hear about 
this.”

47’00” At Darmstadt when I wasn't involved with music, I was in 
the woods looking for mushrooms. One day while I was 

47’30” Excerpts from Mushroom Seekers begin on Screen 1

gathering some Hypholomas that were growing around a 
stump not far from the concert hall, a lady secretary 
from the Ferienkurse fur Neue Musik came by and said, 
“After all, Nature is better than Art.”

48’00” After an hour or so in the woods looking for mushrooms, 
Dad said, “Well, we can always go and buy some real 
ones.”

 
49’00” We have the impression that we're learning nothing, but 

as the years pass we recognize more and more mushrooms 
and we find that the names that go with them begin to 
stick in our heads. Furthermore, we're still alive. 
However, we must be cautious. Guy Nearing sometimes says 
that all mushroom experts die from mushroom poisoning. 
Donald Malcolm finds the dangers of lion hunting largely 
imaginary, those of mushroom hunting perfectly real.

 
50’00” Last October when it was terribly dry I went to visit 

the Browns in Rochester. I didn't take along any 
mushroom books, even though I knew that Nobby and I 
would spend most of our time walking through the woods. 
No matter where he lives he gets ahold of those United 
States Coast and Geodetic Survey quadrangle maps. He 
studies them carefully and with their aid explores the 
countryside conscientiously. He is not a botanist. He is 
more of a hiker. He likes a good view and solving the 
puzzle of how to go out of the woods once he is in them. 
He took me to a swampy area ordinarily no doubt 
impassable but because of the drought quite easy to 
explore. Though to my surprise we discovered a white 
Tricholoma growing in rings larger than any I had ever 
seen before. This particular species was new to me. It 
appeared in every respect desirable and it was not acrid 
to the taste. We gathered quite a lot and I decided to 
telephone W. Stephen Thomas, tell him about the 
mushroom, and learn from him what species it was. He 



answered the telephone but didn't recognize the fungus 
from the information I gave him. He said that there was 
a scheduled walk the very next day and that someone in 
the Rochester Club might know my plant. No one did, but 
one person had Groves along, which I consulted and was 
pleased to learn described my Tricholoma. It was irinum, 
edible and delicious. I served it to a number of 
students from the University who came to the Browns' the 
following day for dinner.
A week later I was home again and got to cataloging my 
mushroom books. I came across a reprint of an article by 
Alexander Smith entitled Tricholoma irinum. Smith tells 
in detail how for years he has found and eaten this 
mushroom without any ill effects, how he never had any 
compunction about giving it to others to eat until two 
people were seriously poisoned by it. He studied their 
case quite carefully since he is himself so often 
sickened by fungi but not by this one. He came to the 
conclusion that the mushroom, nothing else that had been 
eaten or drunk, was indeed responsible.

 
51’00” Each one of us has his own stomach; it is not the 

stomach of another. Lois Long likes lamb chops. Esther 
Dam doesn't. Ralph Ferrara prefers the way his aunt 
cooks mushrooms to the way anybody else does, to wit in 
olive oil with garlic. As far as I'm concerned they're 
cooked in butter, salt, and pepper and that's that. (Now 
and then with the addition of some cream, sometimes 
sweet, sometimes sour, and less often a little lemon 
juice.) Once I followed a recipe for stuffed morels 
under glass. When we got around to eating them we 
couldn't tell what we were tasting. The dish suggested 
fancy restaurant food.

52’00” Henry Cowell told me that years ago in Palo Alto two 
Stanford botany professors assured him that a mushroom 
he had found was edible. He ate it and was very ill. 
Realizing he had eaten other things at the same meal and 
believing that the teachers knew what they were talking 
about, he tried the mushroom not once but twice again, 
becoming seriously sick each time.

53’00” Charles Mcllvaine was able to eat almost anything, 
providing it was a fungus. People say he had an iron 
stomach. We take his remarks about edibility with some 
skepticism, but his spirit spurs us on. Alexander Smith, 



obliged as a scientist to taste each new mushroom he 
finds, is made ill by almost every one of them. Mushroom 
poisoning is nothing to laugh about. Nancy Wilson Ross 
told me of a gardener on Long Island who had always 
eaten mushrooms he collected, who make a mistake, nearly 
killing himself by eating one of the amanitas. He 
recovered and lives but has never been the same since. 
He is more or less permanently debilitated. I went out 
in the woods in northern Vermont without any breakfast. 
(This was about eight years ago.) I began to eat several 
species raw. Among them was Boletus piperatus, which is 
said to be edible even though it has pores with red 
mouths, a danger sign according to many authorities. By 
noon I was ill, wretchedly so. I was sick for twelve 
hours. Every now and then I managed to tell the 
Lippolds, whose guest I was, not to worry, that I wasn't 
going to die.

54’00” Preparing mushrooms for a meal with Donna Tuckel, we 
decided that we should go out looking for morels the 
next day. It was the middle of August. I called John to 
ask him where we should go looking. He said “just go for 
a walk in the woods and if you don’t find any don’t 
worry.”

55’00” Mann finishes reading stories
Lascia o Radoppio ends on Screen 3
Lincoff begins reading stories

John Cage: "I think that there must be found a kind of 
common denominator between those who, like Mao, rely on 
power and those, like Fuller, who have a faith in the 
goodness of material, of material having. You see, 
Fuller like Mao believes in the goodness of human 
nature, and he thinks what makes people bad is the fact 
that they do not have what they need. If they had what 
they needed, they would be less selfish than they are 
when they do not have what they need.
"I have noticed too with our mushroom society in New 
York that when the weather is dry.and there are few 
mushrooms, the people are very secretive and selfish and 
they do not let anyone know that they have found 
something, they hunt very quickly. But when the weather 
is very wet and there are lots of mushrooms, they become 
extremely unselfish and generous and even give mushrooms 
away.



"I noticed too with myself that as I have what I need, I 
look at our large stores in New York and I do not see 
anything that I want."

60’00” Lincoff finishes reading
Lincoff poisoning account begins on Screen 2

65’00” Cage at Stony Point begins on Screen 1
Jordan begins reading Mesostics

[Craterellus cornucopioides (=Craterellus fallax)]

                      the frenCh call it
                             tRompette des morts. its
                                                  colors
                            blAck
                              To
                            grEy
                            woRk
                        to hidE it, but not
                     effectiveLy (we overcome
                             aLl
                             sUch
                natural deviceS).

                          deviCes, natural but
                       undergrOund, inexplicable,
                      some yeaRs keep it from
                       appeariNg: we looked this year
                                                 for
                                             instance
              'till we were blUe
                     in the faCe
                          withOut success, another year
                                  all you had to do was
                              Park,
                           go In
                         any wOods:
                  there were mIllions of them
                                             everywhere.
                         they Dry
                             wEll
                  for winter uSe.



[Cantharellus cinnabarinus]
       
                  we're tiCkled pink
                          At the thought
                     of fiNding
                    black Trumpets
                         tHe
                         sAme day we find the little
                   cinnabaR
                        onEs.
                the two coLors
                          Linked
                         fUlfill
       one among our many Summer desires.

                          Cooked together,
                      they
                 make a
                     beautIful dish.
                         aNd their flavors, like their colors
                  complemeNt
                      one Another,
                     when
                  fall
                     comes
                   we're oBliged
                     to chAnge
                        ouR
                       desIres.
                         oNe of them we have then is to find on
                                    the same day
                       the
                     lilac
                  personatUm and
                       the
                     buff-
               colored
                    oreadeS; we then broil the former having
                                                           stuffed
                                                        its caps
                                        with the latter.

67’30” Lincoff/Cox poisoning account ends



[Polyporus frondosus (=Grifola frondosa)]

                       i sPent
                        twO years in
                         iLlinois (the state
                        is
                    almost
                    totallY cultivated: there are
                      few Places in which
                         tO hunt). i found
                        veRy few mushrooms
                          Until i met
                    joe kaStelic and bill stank.

                          Finally, bill and joe
                  took me Reluctantly
                         tO a farm
                     west
                of
                  champaigN.
                  they tolD me that
                    if i tOld
                 anyone elSe
                       aboUt the place
                    that
                they
               would cut
                   my ballS off.

70’00” Jordan finishes reading Mesostics
Lincoff begins reading 

"In the artists' community at Stony Point, New York, 
where John Cage lives, nothing reveals the presence of a 
musician. The only melodies in this American composer's 
sparely furnished two-room cabin are the creaking of a 
big white hammock, the muffled sound of bare feet on 
cocoa matting. 'We'll have a very simple lunch,' he said 
when I arrived. 'We'll pick it. I don't believe in 
cultivating things but in getting them where they grow 
naturally.' We were off to gather watercress by a brook, 
and Cage offered it to me as if it were a bouquet of 
flowers. I was about to cut some when he stopped me. A 
digression from the pastoral. The streams are polluted 
by chemicals, and the salad must first be disinfected in 
water mixed with halazone.



In the house, John Cage prepared our meal with his own 

72’30” Cage at Stony Point finishes on Screen 1

hands. His fingers pressed a lemon more efficiently than 
an electric squeezer. Friends from nearby joined us. A 
music teacher. A sculptor. They seemed to come down from 
the trees, so high on the woody hill do the community's 
houses stand. We are lunch sitting on the floor, without 
cutlery, off big wooden dishes -  salad with a dressing 
of mushroom catsup, cream, and lemon juice; organic 
bread, cheese, homemade jellies, and, to drink, retsina. 
As we ate, we talked - mostly about mushrooms. I knew 
John Cage was a famous mycologist, that he had won, in 
1958, a television contest in Italy as a mushroom 
expert. I asked him when it had all started.
'During the Depression, in California,' he said. 'I had 
no money. I was living in Carmel and around my shack 
grew mushrooms. I decided they were edible and lived on 
them. After a week of this, I was invited for lunch by 
friends who had a house about a mile away. I found I no 
longer had the energy to get there. Mushrooms are so 
arranged chemically that we are incapable of absorbing 
their proteins. We can only use the minerals, the 
vitamins, and the water, which is not sufficient. But 
they taste so good they increase our ability to digest 
other things; our stomachs are so happy.
'I prepare them often just with butter, salt, and 
pepper. What you want first of all is the taste of 
mushroom. Each species has its characteristic. When I 
pick different varieties, I bake them in separate small 
dishes in the oven with butter and I watch them closely, 
as the tender ones get done first. When I have a lot of 
the same mushroom, I saute them on top of the stove. You 
must always add salt later. Cooking is a question of 
principles: salt brings out the juices, and mushrooms 
are mostly water. For instance, the inky caps (Coprinus 
micaceus) have a great deal of liquid, black as ink. 
They are better fried on a high flame, and as you cook 
them, you tip the pan to get rid of the liquid. The 
French have many fine ways of cooking mushrooms: cepes a 
la Bordelaise, morelles a la creme, artichokes filled 
with sauteed mushrooms and served cold as hors 
d'oeuvre...Sometimes I experiment with new ways of 
serving mushrooms.
'I may have discovered this one: I broil under the 



grill, until they are quite crisp, caps of 'masked 
tricholoma' (Tricholoma personatum), these are also 
called blewits [Clitocybe nuda]. Then I fill them with 
their stems chopped and sauteed with another species, 
the 'fairy ring' (Marasmius oreades). Delicious. 
Unfortunately, they can't be found on the market: you 
have to hunt them.
'I have hunted mushrooms in many countries - Italy, 
Finland, and behind the Iron Curtain, in Poland, where 
the best are, and in Czechoslovakia, where I am a member 
of the Czechoslovakian mushroom society.'
I asked him if there was any food he disliked....'The 
worst meal ever offered to me was in New Delhi: bad 
English hotel food, grey meat, watery vegetables...There 
are mushroom dishes in India, but few; the Indians 
associate mushrooms with filth. Also, one of the stories 
about the Buddha is that he died from a mushroom. This 
was unlucky because, out of three thousand mushrooms, 
only three or four are deadly. About twenty or thirty 
can make you violently sick. •»
'That is why you have to study and read so many books. I 
have about three hundred such books. But authors 
disagree, and you have to decide what you are willing to 
try. Charles Mcllvaine, who wrote, in 1900, the mushroom 
'Bible,' "One Thousand American Fungi," did more for the 
eating of wild mushrooms than anyone else, but he must 
have had a very strong stomach.
'In France, there is an antidote against the 'destroying 
angel,' that white mushroom with a ring around its stem 
and a cup at the base (Amanita verna); the only trouble 
is that you have to take it before you even know you are 
sick. Later it has no effect. There was a well-known 
series of French murders by mushrooms. The man who 
collected them was deaf and dumb; he was instructed to 
gather only those with rings and cups. But not all such 
mushrooms are poisonous. When the man who wanted the 
murder done went to get the insurance, there had been no 
death...
'Now, would you like more salad?' And as John Cage 
looked at me and laughed, his face crinkled and laughed 
with him.

75’00” Mushroom Stills resume on Screen 1
Goldstein Interview begins on Screen 2

77’30” Mushroom stills pause on Screen 3



80’00” Cage Interview begins Screen 3

82’30” Goldstein interview ends Screen 3
Mushroom Stills resume Screen 3

90’00” Mushroom Stills fade on Screen 1
Mushrooms Stills cut out on Screen 2
Cage Interview ends

END

 


